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duced information on the basis of a data string

processing portion (203), a system control portion

(204) and an operation portion (205) and can switch

them. The selected information is sent to a video

processing unit (206) and audio processing portions

(211,213).
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© Freedom of scene selection is given to a user,

and software expression can be expanded. Program

information comprising associated program chapters

^ or program passages is stored in a disk (100). A

reproduction apparatus can select an arbitrary pro-

gram chapter or program passage from the repro-
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Technical Field

The present invention relates to a multi-scene

recording medium, such as an optical disk or a CD-

ROM, for recording a program such as a movie, 5

and also to an apparatus for reproducing any one

of the data stripgs of the program, which represent

independently proceeding scenes of a movie.

Background Art 10

A movie of the form hitherto known is a time-

series of scenes. It contains no scenes which pro-

ceed simultaneously. Hence, the audience sees on

the screen only one scene at a time, and cannot ts

enjoy seeing another scene which can proceed

along with the scene they are actually seeing. For

example, cannot see a scene of the cockpit of a

space shuttle and a scene of the ground control

center at the same time, though these scenes are 20

proceeding simultaneously. This is because these

scenes have been connected together forming a

time series of scenes which is generally known as

a movie film. Another example may be an opera

movie. Some of the audience may wish to see only 25

the scene of the entire orchestra for some time,

some others may want to watch the zoom-up face

of a .leading opera singer-player, and sill some

others may like to look into the conductor's zoom-

up face. In other words, people in the movie the- 30

ater may wish to but cannot see different scenes at

different timing. With television broadcasting it is

possible to present two scenes of the same pro-

gram at the same time on a multi-screen. For

instance, a moving picture of an object, photo- 35

graphed at a long distance, and a moving zoom-up

picture of the same object can be transmitted on

two channels, respectively. Therefore, the TV

watcher can select whichever picture he or she

wants to see on the TV screen at any timing he or 40

she wants.

However, the program data recorded on a re-

cording medium is nothing but a time-series of

scenes, and the user cannot see -any other scene

than the very scene being reproduced from the 45

medium. In other words, he or she is unable to

select one of the simultaneously proceeding

scenes. Although movie film editors can-combine

two simultaneously proceeding scenes, forming a

times series of scenes, the user can have but a 50

limited freedom of selecting scenes.

With television broadcasting technology it is

possible to transmits two or more simultaneously

proceeding scenes through a plurality of channels.

The program data recorded on a recording medium 55

represents' a time series of scenes, and the user

has no freedom of selecting any one of simulta-

neously proceeding scenes.

(IA) Accordingly, an object of the present inven-

tion is to provide a multi-scene recording me-

dium recording a program representing simulta-

neously proceeding scenes, and also an appara-

tus which enables a user to select any one of

the simultaneously proceeding scenes.

(IB) Another object of the invention is to provide

a multi-scene recording medium recording a

program representing simultaneously proceed-

ing scenes, and also an apparatus which en-

ables a user to switch the simultaneously pro-

ceeding scenes, from one to another.

(IC) Still another object of the invention is to

provide a multi-scene recording medium record-

ing a program representing simultaneously pro-

ceeding scenes, and also an apparatus which

enables only an authorized user to select speci-

fied ones of the simultaneously proceeding

scenes.

(ID) A further object of this invention is to pro-

vide a multi-scene recording medium recording

a program representing simultaneously proceed-

ing scenes, and also an apparatus which can

easily reproduce ' from the recording medium

any one of the simultaneously proceeding

scenes which a user wishes to enjoy.

Disclosure of the invention

The multi-scene recording medium according

to the present invention has a management area

and a data area. In the data area, there is recorded

program information which comprises a first pro-

gram movement containing a plurality of first pro-

gram bars and a second program movement con-

taining a plurality of second program bars. In the

management area, there is recorded multi-scene

configuration information representing the existence

of the first and second program movements.

The data reproducing apparatus comprises

scene selecting means for reading the multi-scene

configuration information from the management

area of the recording medium for reproducing the

first program movement or the second program

movement from the data area of the recording

medium in accordance with the multi-scene con-

figuration information.

Provided with the scene selecting means, the

data reproducing apparatus gives a user the free-

dom of selecting one of simultaneously proceeding

scenes, and enables a program editor to edit pro-

grams in new concept.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a data re-

producing apparatus according to an embodi-

ment of the present invention;
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FIG. 2A is a diagram illustrating the recording

regions of a disk according to this invention, and
FIG. 2B is a diagram representing the data

format of the disk shown in FIG. 2A;

FIGS. 3A and 3B are diagrams showing exam- 5

pies of data strings recorded on the disk shown
in FIG. 2A;

FIGS. 4A to 4C are diagrams showing three

different menus, respectively, which the appara-

tus of FIG. 1 displayed; 70

FIGS. 5A to 5C are diagrams showing other

menus which the apparatus displays;

FIG. 6 is a diagram for explaining how the

menus can be switched, from one to another, by

operating the data reproducing apparatus; 75

FIG. 7. is a diagram representing a menu dis-

played by the data reproducing apparatus;

FIGS. 8A to 8C are diagrams illustrating the data

tables recorded in the management area of the

disk; 20

FIG. 9A shows another example of data string

recorded on the disk, and FIGS. 9B to 9D are

diagram illustrating information tables recorded

on the disk;

FIGS. 10A and 10B are diagrams showing an- 25

other example of a menu presented by the data

reproducing apparatus;

FIG. 11 is a flow chart for explaining an opera-

tion of the data reproducing apparatus;

FIG. 12 is also a flow chart for explaining an 30

operation of the data reproducing apparatus;

FIG. 13 is a diagram explaining how the data

reproducing apparatus switches scenes;

FIG. 14 is a diagram also explaining how the

data reproducing apparatus switches scenes; 35

FIG. 15 is a flow chart for explaining ah opera-

tion of the data reproducing apparatus;

FIG. 16 is another flow chart for explaining an

operation of the data reproducing apparatus;

FIG. 17 is still another flow chart for explaining 40

an operation of the data reproducing apparatus;

FIG. 18A is a diagram showing an image which

the data producing apparatus has reproduced,

and FIG. 18B is a diagram illustrating an exam-
ple of a data string recorded on the disk; 45

FIG. 19 is a flow chart for explaining an opera-

tion of the data reproducing apparatus;

FIGS. 20A to 20C are diagrams showing exam-
ples of messages reproduced by the data re-

producing apparatus;. 50

FIG. 21 A is a diagram illustrating another exam-
ple of a data string, and FIG. 21 B is a diagram
showing part of the data reproducing apparatus

which serves to process the data string; and.

FIG. 22A shows another example of a data 55

string recorded on the disk, and FIG. 22B is a

flow chart for explaining how the data string is

orocessed.

Best Mode of Carrying Out the Invention

Hereinafter, embodiments of the present inven-

tion will be described with reference to the accom-
panying drawings.

As shown in FIG. 1 , a recording medium such

as an optical disk . 100 (hereinafter referred to as

"disk") according to the present invention is in-

stalled in a data recording/reproducing apparatus

(access apparatus).

The disk 100 is placed on a turntable 101

which is rotated by a motor 102. In the reproduce

mode, the information recorded on the disk 100 is

read by pickup means 103. A pickup driving sec-

tion 1 04 provides movement and tracking control of

the pickup means 103. The output of the pickup

means 103 is supplied to a modula-

tion/demodulation section 201, which demodulates

the signal into demodulated data. The data is sup-

plied to an error correcting data processing section

202; which corrects errors and supplies the resul-

tant signal to a data string processing section 203.

The section 203 extracts video information, subtitle

and character information, and audio information

from the signal. The subtitle and character informa-

tion and audio information are recorded on the disk

100, in correspondence to the video information, as

will be explained later. In this case; various lan-

guages can be selected for the subtitle and char-

acter information and audio information. The selec-

tion is made under the control of a system control

section 204. The user supplies the input from an

operator panel 205 to the system control section

204.

Information, e.g., movie information, is record-

ed on the. disk 100. More specifically, a plurality of

simultaneously proceeding scenes are recorded on

the disk 100, one of which can be selected by a

user and can subsequently be reproduced. To en-

able the user to select one of the scenes and have

it reproduced, the data string processing section

203, the system control section 204 and the opera-

tion section 205 constitute a data string control

means and a scene selecting means.

The video information is separated at the data

string processing section 203 and supplied to a

video processing section 206. The section 206
decodes .the data string in accordance with the

type of the display unit used. For example, the

section 203 converts the video information into a

suitable form for an NTSC, PAL, SECAM, or wide

screen. The video signal obtained by decoding the

video information is supplied to an adder 207. The
adder 207 adds the signal to the subtitle and
character information. The resultant sum is sup-

plied to. an output terminal 209.> Meanwhile, the

audio information separated at the data string pro-
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cessing section 211. The section 211 demodulates

the audio information into a demodulated signal,

which is supplied to an output terminal 212.

The audio processing section 21 1 and another

audio processing section 213. constitute an audio

unit which works as a decoding section. The audio

processing section 213 can reproduce speech in

another language, which is supplied to an output

terminal 214. (This function will be described

later.)

The apparatus can record information on the

disk 100. In the record mode, a video signal to be

recorded is supplied to an input terminal 301, and

an audio signal to be recorded is supplied to an

input terminal 302. The video processing siection

206 acts as a video encoder, whereas the audio

processing section 211 as an audio encoder. The

data string processing section 203 works as a

formatter for recording information, and the error

correction data processing section 202 functions as

an ;error code adding section. The data, thus pro-

cessed, is modulated by the modulation section

201 and sent to the pickup means 103 as data to

be recorded.

As described above, the disk 100 stores a

plurality of program data items (multi-scene pro*

gram data) which are related to on another. There-

fore, the data reproducing apparatus can reproduce

any of the program data items that the user has

designated, and can stop reproducing one program

data item and immediately starts reproducing an-

other program data item.

Also recorded on the disk 100 are: audio data

including speed data in various languages, music

data and sound effect data; and visual data such as

subtitle data in various languages. One or more of

these various types of data are selected and repro-

duced by the data string control means and scene

selecting means constituted by the data string pro-

cessing section 203, the system control section

204 and the operator panel 205.

The disk used in the invention, its recording

format, and its application will be described.

A movie may be recorded on the disk used in

the invention. If this case, the disk stores the data

representing a plurality of simultaneously proceed-

ing scenes, a plurality of language data items, and

a plurality of subtitle data items in various lan-

guages.

FIG. 2A shows the data area of the disk 10. A

management data area is provided at the center of

the disk 10, and the data area surrounds the man-

agement data area. Recorded in the management

area is management data for managing the pro-

grams recorded in the data area as will be ex-

plained later. The programs recorded in the data

area include subcodes, subpicures, audio informa-

tion, and video information.

What kinds of information items are recorded

in the data area will be described, with reference to

FIG. 2B.

FIG. 2B is an enlarged . view of the contents of

5 data unit DUT #0 in the data area. In data unit DUT

#0, there is a subcode (SUB-CODE) at the start,

followed by a subpicture information (SUB-PIC-

TURE), audio information (AUDIO), video informa-

tion (VIDEO) in the order they are mentioned. The

70 subcode (SUB-CODE) contains the attributes of

data unit DUT #0, such as the amount of the data

unit, the start positions of the video information and

audio information included in the data unit, and

also contains control information for the data unit.

75 Each subpicture (SUB-PICTURE) contains, for ex-

ample, subtitle information (for movie video) or

character information (for Kara-OK video and edu-

cational video). The subtitle information and the

character information are comprised of eight pic-

20 tures PICTURES #0 TO #7 each. All of these PIC-

TURES differ in language* or some of them differ in

language and the remaining ones contain no sig-

nals. Furthermore, other item of information, which

differ in purpose, such as those representing ques-

25 tions and answers, may be recorded on the disk

100. The audio (AUDIO) information is recorded in

the form of music information or speech informa-

tion, which consists of at most eight information

items AUDIOs #0 to #7. (Each of the eight audio

30 information items last about one second when re-

produced.) The audio (AUDIO) information can be

used in various fashions; it may be reproduced in

the form of a combination of orchestra and solo-

singing or a combination of Kara-OK and vocal

35 performance; The audio information is recorded in

units of frames, each frame #0, #1, ... comprising a

header (HEADER) and data (DATA). The video

(VIDEO) information consists of, for example, 30

frames of images. (When reproduced, the informa-

40 tion lasts about one second.) The video (VIDEO)

information is recorded by high-efficient coded im-

age compression technique. The number of frames

is not limited by standard. The audio information

has been subjected to high-effect encoding.

45 The types of data units DUTs will be de?

scribed.

FIG. 3A illustrates an example of program data.

Hereinafter, a program forming one stream

shall be called
ttprogram movement," and a plural-

50 ity of programs forming the program movement

shall be called "program bars." Each of the pro-

gram bars is composed of a plurality of data units

which have been explained with reference to FIG.

2.

55 The program data shown in FIG. 3A consists of

two program movements 901 and 902. The first

program movement 901 represents a scene show-

ing an entire orchestra, photographed by a first
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camera, and the second program movement 902 a

scene showing a zoom-up picture of the conductor

only, photographed by a second camera. Either the

first program movement or the second program
movement can be reproduced from the disk 100 by
means of a monitor, so that a user may listen to

the music and watch a moving picture of the se-

lected program movement. Further, as is indicated

by the broken line in FIG. 3A, the user can enjoy

the picture and sound of the second program
movement, while listening to the music of the sec-

ond program movement 901 and seeing the picture

thereof, reproduced and displayed on the monitor.

That is, the user has freedom of selecting a scene.

•A program consisting of more program movements
than the program shown in FIG. 3A may be re-

corded on the .disk. The program movements of

such a program may represent simultaneous pro-

ceeding scenes tracking brothers who grew in the

same house and then started different walks of life.

FIG. 3B shows an example of a program data

with which it is possible to output scenes which
proceed simultaneously with part of the standard

program movement 903. This program data can be
smaller in amount than the program data of FIG.

3A. Of the program bars constituting this program
data, the bars #1 and #2 form a multi-scene, and
the bars #4, #5 and #6 form another multi-scene.

The program data can be. edited such that the

standard program movement 903 is one photo-

graphed by a camera 0, the program bars #4 and
#5 are those photographed by a camera 2, and the

program bar #6 is one photographed by a camera
3.

Let' us assume that the standard program
movement 903 represents, for example, a time-

series of baseball game scenes photographed by
the camera .1 located right behind the home plate,

that the program bars #2 and #5 represent two
baseball game scenes photographed by the cam-
era 2 installed in the outfield, and that the program
bar #6 represents a baseball game scene photo-

graphed by the camera 3 set in the right stand.

Then, when this program data is reproduced, the

program bar #0 is reproduced first, and a menu is

displayed immediately after the last frame of the

program bar #0 has been reproduced. Thus, the

user can selects any one of the following scenes. —
FIG. 4A shows an example of a menu which

gives the user the opportunity to select any^scene
he or she wishes to see. The menu reads, "MULTI-
SCENE MODE STARTS FROM HERE. SELECT
SCENE #1 OR #2." At completion of the reproduc-
tion of the program bar #3. another menu is dis-

played which reads., as shown in FIG. 4B. "MULTI-
SCENE MODE STARTS FROM HERE. SELECT
SCENE #4, #5 OR #6." The menu may be dis-

played in another form. For examole. as shown in

FIG. 4C. it may read:

"MULTI-SCENE MODE STARTS FROM HERE.

5 #4: BACK-NET ANGLE
#5: CENTER-FIELDER ANGLE
#6: FIRST-BASE ANGLE"
The user operates the operator panel 205.

thereby selecting one of the program bars. The
to data reproducing apparatus reproduces, the pro-

gram bar selected.

As mentioned above, the menu shown in FIG.

4A, FIG. 4B or FIG. 4C is displayed at completion

of the reproduction of any program bar.

75 Instead, other types of menus can be dis-

played may be displayed. For example, as shown
in FIG. 5A, representative scenes or heat scenes of

the program bars #4, #5 and #6 are simultaneously

read from the disk and displayed. Alternatively, as

20 shown in FIG. 5Bi the scene of the standard pro-

gram movement 903 is displayed in a large size,

whereas the representative scenes of the program
bars #5and #6 are displayed in a small size. This

also gives the user freedom of selecting scenes.

25 Also, as shown in FIG. 5C, only the key data of

the program bars #5 and #6 may be displayed, for

example, in the order of the screen, while the

scene of the program bar #4 of the standard pro-

gram movement 903, thereby indicating that there

30 are program bars #5 and #6 which correspond to

the program bar #4.

Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 6, the repre-

sentative scenes of the program bars #4, #5 and
#6 may be repeated and cyclically displayed, one

35 after another, each scene for a period of, for exam-
ple, two seconds. In this case, the user operates

the operator panel while the representative scene
of the desired program bar is being displayed,

thereby selecting the desired program bar.

40 In the instances described above, while the

standard program movement 903 is being repro-

duced, a menu is displayed to inform the user that

a program bar other than those of the program
movement 903 is recorded on the disk, constituting

45 a multi-scene. According to the present invention,

the user can designate and set an order in which

program bars should be reproduced.

FIG. 7 shows an example of a menu which is

displayed when the disk is inserted into the data.

so reproducing apparatus. The data reproducing ap-'

paratus reads the management data from the disk

100, thereby determining that there are recorded

two or more program bars representing simulta-

neously proceeding scenes. Then, the apparatus

55 causes the monitor to display the menu. Seeing the

menu, the user operates the operator panel 205,

thereby selecting the image photographed by the
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#1 , -or the. image photographed by the camera #2.

If the key data corresponding to the camera #0, the

apparatus is set to reproduce the program bars of

the data string 904 shown in FIG. 3B. If the key

data corresponding to the .camera #1, the appara-

tus is set to reproduce the program bars of the

data string 905 shown in FIG. 3B. If the key data

corresponding to the camera #2, the apparatus is

set' to reproduce the program bars of the data

string 906 shown in FIG. 3B.

. The management data recorded in the man-

agement area of the disk 100 will be explained first.

This data is provided in the form of a management

table.

As shown in FIG. 2, the management table

consists of a volume identity field (VID), a picture

information field (PIF), and a data unit allocation

table (DAT). The the VID is the innermost annular

field of the disk 100. The PIF is the- second inner-

most annular field surrounding the VID. The DAT is

the third innermost annular field.

The VID is a 256-byte field, the first byte of

which is the first byte in the management area. The

VID represents various items of information about

the disk 100, among which are items showing the

countries where the recorded languages are used.

As shown in FIG. 8A, when there are program

movement and bars which constitute a multi-scene,

information as to how those program bars are com-

bined is recorded in table form. FIG. 8 shows the

combined information on the program shown in

FIG. 3B.

The link of the program bars is defined by the

PIF. FIG. 8B shows the PIF used for controlling the

program data illustrated in FIG. 3B. The number

(eg., the first address) of the program bar to be

reproduced next is defined in the PIF, in conjunc-

tion with the program bar being reproduced. As

can be understood from FIG. 8B, the program bar

#1 will he reproduced after the program bar #0 has

been reproduced, the program bar #3 will then be

reproduced immediately after the program bar #1

has been reproduced, and so forth. The fact that

the program bars #1 and #2 represent two simulta-

neously proceeding scenes is recognized not from

the PIF, but from the VID. The control software has

been prepared so as to display a menu, giving the

user a chance of selecting the program bar #1 or

#2, after the completion of the reproduction of the

program bar #0. Namely, the data reproducing

apparatus does not immediately start reproducing

the program bar #1 immediately after reproducing

the program bar #0. Rather, it waits until the user

inputs bar-selecting data. If the user selects the

program bar #2, the data reproducing apparatus

begins to reproduce the program bar #3 after the

reproduction of the
.
program bar #2, in accordance

with the program link which is recorded in the PIF.

After reproducing the program bar #3, the data

reproducing apparatus waits for any instruction

made by the user. This is because the program bar

#4, which is to be reproduced after the program

5 bar #2 as defined by the program link recorded in

the PIF, represents a scene which proceeds si-

multaneously with those represented the program

bars #5 and #6. After reproducing the program bar

#4, #5, or #6, the data reproducing apparatus starts

10 reproducing the program bar #7, as defined by the

program link recorded in the PIF.

Recorded in the PIF is information on various

elements of each program. For example, 16 bytes

are used for each program bar.. The information

75 includes the start and end time of the program bar,

no matter whether the program bar is for home

video, movie, Kara-OK, computer graphics, inter-

active use, game or computer data. The identifica-

tion of a speech encoding system, the identification

20 of an image encoding system, and the picture

attributes (i.e., the information identifying the as-

pect ratio and a system such as PAL or NTSC

system, and' information on horizontal resolution

and vertical resolution. It also includes "a start point-

25 er having a value indicating the DAT address at

which the data at the start point of a program bar is

recorded.

In the DAT, the information indicating the order

in which the program bars of a program are to be

30 read from the data area of the disk 100, after the

program bar been selected and identified.

The DAT contains parameters such as a zone

number (NZON), a sector number (NSCT), a track

number (NTRC), a program time (PTMB), and a

35 ling pointer (PNTL). From the zone number

(NZON), the track number (NTRC) and the sector

number (NSTC), the sector at the start of the data

unit can be determined. The NZON is the zone

number to which the sector at the start of the data

40 unit belongs. The zone number is assigned to a

unit of a plurality of tracks, separated from any

other unit in the radial direction of the disk; zone

number 0 is assigned to the innermost unit of

tracks. The NSTC indicates the number of the

45 sector at the start of the data unit recorded in a

track. The sector number is a number complete in

the zone. The NTRC indicates a track number in

the zone. The PTMB is a flag representing the time

position of the image data (i.e., I picture) at the

50 start of the data unit. The time position is the time

(in seconds) elapsed from the program starting

point, the time position is used in searching for

time codes. Furthermore, the time position is input

into the data reproducing apparatus. The apparatus

55 uses the time position as the start reference data in

order to display the program time, the absolute

time, the remaining time of the program, and the

like. The PNTL is a flag showing the data unit
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number immediately following the present data unit

number in time. The unit' for this flag corresponds
to the number of the data unit. When there is no
link designation at the end of the program, all bits

are set at "1" (= 0 x FFFF). The effective value

for the link point ranges from 0 x. 0000 to 0 x

FFFF.

FIG. 8C illustrates part, of the DAT. Assume the

program bars #0 and #1, both shown in FIG. 3B,
last 3 minutes 40 seconds and 1 minute and 18
seconds, respectively. Then, as shown in FIG. 8C,
the lasting time of 1 minute and 18 seconds is set

for the program bar #2. which is linked to the

program bar #1 as shown in FIG. 3B. Thus, if the

standard program movement 903 represents a se-

ries of scenes showing an orchestra playing music,
which has been photographed by a camera located

at a position, then it is possible for the user to

select and see another scene of the orchestra,

photo-graphed by a camera located at a different

position. As shown in FIG. 8C. the DAT contains a

zone number (NZON), a sector number (NSTC), a

track number (NTRC), and a link pointer (PNTL). It

is the program time (PTMB) which corresponds to

the time for which each data unit last. In other

words, the PTMB indicates the period for which
each of the data units forming any the program bar

reproduced from the disk 100.

Once a program to be reproduced has been
determined, the system control section 204 con-
trols the pickup driving section 104. Under the

control of the section 204, the section 104 moves
the pickup means 103 to that portion of the disk

100 where the desired program is recorded. Thus,
the apparatus reproduce the desired program from
the disk 100, in accordant with the management
data read from the management area of the disk

100 and the selection data input by the user.

In the program illustrated in FIG. 3B, the pro-

gram bars which are linked to one another will last

for the same period of time they have been repro-

duced. For example, as has been described, the

program bars #1 and #2 will last for the same time
of 1 minute and 18 seconds when they are repro-

duced.

A program, which does not include audio in-

formation representing a piece of music continu-

ously lasting for some time, may be recorded on
the disk 100 in a form different from the program
illustrated in FIG. 3B. FIG. 9A shows the format of

such a program. This is a movie program consist-

ing of three program movements representing

three stories 1, 2 and 3. More specifically, the
program bars #0,#1. #5 and #6 represent the story

1 about a first hero; the program bars #0. #2 #3
and m represent the story 2 about a second hero;

and the program bar #0, #1, #4 and #6 represents
the storv 3 of the third hero. In tho ras* of a multi-

scene story like this, the program bar #1 need not

- last for the same time as the program bars #2 and
#3, when reproduced. When a program of this type

is recorded on the data area of the disk, the picture

5 information field (PIF) recorded in the management
area of the disk contains a plurality of program link

tables of the types. The table shown in FIG. 9B is a

standard PIF table which is used when the user

selects the story #1. The table of FIG. 9C is a
7.0 standard PIF table which is used when the. user

selects the story #2. The table of FIG. 9D is a

standard PIF table which is used when the user

selects the story #3.

The various types of the multi-scene movie
75 programs thus far described can be reproduced

from the disk in such a way that the user can
select and enjoy any one of the simultaneous pro-

ceeding scenes or stories.

According to the present invention, it is possi-

20 ble to record a multi-scene movie program such
that specified ones of the scenes or stories cannot

be selected or enjoyed by those who are not

authorized in accordance with laws or in only some
countries.

25 The specified scenes or stories cannot be se-

lected or enjoyed in some countries, because they

are prohibited from being displayed in those coun-
tries.

More specifically, the sub-code (SUB-CODE) of

30 the data unit DUT representing, for example, the

.
story #3 may contain a parental consent code or a

country code, or both, thus prohibiting the story #3
of the movie program. In this case, when the user

selects story #3, the data reproducing apparatus

35 reads the program bar #4 from the disk 100, but.

will replace or mask the scene represented the

program bar #4, either entirely or partly, with a

totally different image. The parental consent code
authorize only the. parents to have access to the

40 scenes or stories to which this code is added. The
country code is contained in the sub-code (SUB-
CODE) of the data unit DUT recorded on a disk

100 sold in a country where said specified scenes
or stories should not be displayed. Either type of a

45 code is recognized in the data reproducing appara-

tus.

The video information representing the different

image which will replace or mask the scene repre-

sented by the program bar, either entirely or partly,

so is recorded on the disk. Also, management data

showing the address of this video information is

contained in the standard PIF table which is used
when the user selects a story. Alternatively, the

data reproducing apparatus may incorporates a de-
55 vice for generating signals for jamming or masking

the scene represented by the program bar se-

lected.
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When a country code is used, it defines a

combination of scenes, i.e., a combination of pro-

gram bars. If a country code for Country A is

contained in the sub-code (SUB-CODE) recorded

on the disk to be sold in Country A where the

scene represented by the program bar #4 must not

be displayed, the country code defines the com-

bination of scenes #0, #2, #5 and #6. If a country

code for Country B is contained in the subcode

(SUB-CODE) recorded on the disk to be sold in

Country B where the scene represented by the

program bar #5 must not be displayed, the country

code defines the combination of scenes #0, #1, #4

and #6. The combination of scenes, thus defined,

can be displayed on the monitor as the data re-

producing apparatus reproduces the corresponding

program bars from the disk. Any country code

contained in the sub-code (SUB-CODE) is com-

pared with the various country codes stored in the

data reproducing apparatus. If it is identical with

none of the country codes stored in the apparatus,

the apparatus will not reproduce the corresponding

program bar.

FIG. 1 0A is a diagram showing a scene which

is masked in part. FIG. 10B is a diagram illustrating

a spene replaced by an image, more precisely a

message telling the user that the program being

reproduced in parental consent mode and that the

user needs to input the secret code in order to

release the parental consent mode.

It will now be described how to switch simulta-

neously proceeding scenes, from one to another.

FIG. 11 is a flow chart for explaining how the

data reproducing apparatus operates to give the

user a chance to select one of the simultaneously

proceeding scenes represented by the program

bars recorded on the disk 11. It is determined

whether or not the end of any program bar is being

reproduced (Step S1). If the end of any program is

being produced, it is determined whether or not

any program bar is linked to the next program bar

(Step S2). This is possible by storing the manage-

ment data into a work memory incorporated in the

data producing apparatus. If such a program bar is

linked to the next program par, the next program

bar linked to the first one is reproduced from the

disk (Step S3). If
. such a program bar is not linked

to the next program bar, it is determined whether

or not any data has been input which indicates that

any program bar has already been selected (Step

S4). The data, if any, has been input by operating

the operator panel before the program is repro-

duced and has been stored in the memory incor-

porated in the system control section, as shown in

FIG. 7. If such data has been input, the program

bar selected is reproduced from the disk (Step S5).

If such data has not been input, a menu of the type

shown in FIG. 4A, 4B, 4C, 5A, 5B, 5C or 6 is

displayed on the monitor, giving the user a chance

to select one of the candidate program bars (Step

S6). Then, it is determined whether or not the user

has operated the operator panel, thus inputting the

5 data designating his or her choice (Step S7). If the

user has input this data, the program bar selected

is reproduced (Step S8). If the user has not input

such data, Step S6 is performed again. If no data is

input from the operator panel for a. predetermined

70 time, the program bar of the standard program

movement will be automatically selected, repro-

duced from the disk, and displayed on the monitor.

FIG. 12 is a flow chart for explaining how the

data reproducing apparatus operates when the user

75 input the data designating a scene he or she wants

to see, at any time while the first program bar is

being reproduced from the disk. In this case, pro-

gram bars representing simultaneously proceeding

scenes can be switched, from one to another,

20 without break.

While the first program bar is being repro-

duced, it is determined whether or not data des-

ignating any selected one of simultaneously pro-

ceeding scenes has been input (Steps S11 and

25 S12). If the data has been input, it is determined

whether or not any second program bar linked to

the first program bar, by referring to the volume

identity field (VID) of the management table (Step

S13). If the second bar is linked to the first pro-

30 gram bar, the number of the first data unit con-

tained in the first program bar, and the number

(FNO) of the frames of the first program bar which

have already been reproduced are stored into a

memory (Step S14). Further, the time (TL1) for

35 which the first data unit will last when reproduced

is input also into the memory (Step S15). The time

(TL1) can be obtained from the data unit allocation

table (DAT), as has been explained with reference

to FIG. 8C. Then, the start address of the second

40 program bar to be reproduced is identified by

referring to the picture information field (PIF), and

the data unit contained in the second program unit

which will last for a time equal to the time (TL1)

when reproduced is identified by referring to the.

45 data unit allocation table (DAT) (Step S16). Then,

the data reproducing apparatus controls the pickup

driving section 104, whereby the pickup means

searches for the start address of the second data

unit (Step S17). Then, the data reproducing appara-

50 tus decodes the second data unit, from the first

frame thereof, but section 203 prohibits the output

of video information until the number of frames

counted reaches the number (FNO) of the frames

of the first program bar which are stored into the

55 memory (Step S18).

The function illustrated in the flow chart of FIG.

12 may be incorporated in the data reproducing

apparatus, either singly or together with the func-
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tion represented in the flow chart of FIG. 11. If the

flow chart of FIG. 11 and that of FIG. 12 are

incorporated in the apparatus and used as main
flow and sub flow, respectively, the latter will serve

as an interruption routine, wherein Step S18 is

followed by Step S11. Alternatively, the flow charts

of FIGS. 11 and 12 may be incorporated into the

apparatus such that they can be switched, from

one to the other. In this case the menu shown in

FIG. 5C or FIG. 7 is desirable. Namely, to allow the

user to have a multi-scene with the present scene

covered as little as possible. It is preferable to

display the menu screen of FIG. 5C. When the

user knows before the reproduction of the disk that

there is a program containing a multi-scene and

has decided to use the program, a multi-scene

screen as shown in FIG. 7 is preferable. If the

menu of FIG. 5C the choice, it should better be
displayed in a step between Steps S13 and S14 in

FIG. 12.

In Step S18 (FIG. 12), the output of video

information may be initiated in an following alter-

native way, which will be explained below.

FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating the timing of

giving a command to the system control section in

order to switch the program bars (FIG. 3A) repre-

senting simultaneously proceeding scenes, for ex-

ample, from the program bar #4 to the program bar

#5. Assume that the command is input the moment
the fifth frame of the nth-second data unit (DUT)

contained in the program bar #4. Then, the data

reproducing apparatus starts outputting video in-

formation, frame by frame, from the fifth frame of

the nth-second data unit of the program bar #5 if

the apparatus performs the sequence of steps

shown in FIG. 12. In other words, the apparatus

starts outputting the video information upon count-

ing the fifth of the pulses, each generated upon
completion of a frame. At the time the apparatus

starts outputting the video information, the nth-

second data units of the program bars #4 and #5
have the positional relationship indicated by broken
line 951 . Alternatively, the apparatus may start out-

putting video information at the time the first frame
of the nth-second data unit of the program bar #5
is decoded in its entirety, as is illustrated by

broken line 952. Still alternatively, the apparatus

may start outputting video information at the time

the first frame of the (n + 1 )th-second data unit of

the program bar #5 is decoded in its entirety, as is

illustrated by broken line 953.

If. time is available before the apparatus starts

outputting the video information contained in the

program bar .05, the last frame of the video in-

formation contained in the program bar #4, which
has been already output; is written into the image
memory incorporated in the decoder or the system
control section 204. The last frame is rfineatprilv

read from the image memory, whereby the scene

represented by the last frame the video information

is displayed on the monitor in the form of a still

picture.

5 . Assume that the nth-second data unit in the

program bar #4 and the nth-second data unit in the

program bar #5 represent two images of the same
actor uttering words, which have been photo-

graphed by two cameras and. thus, at different

w angles. In this case, the program bars #4 and #5
are identical in terms of audio information. Hence,

the audio information (AUDIO shown in FIG. .2B)

contained in the nth-second data unit in the pro-

gram, bar #4 can be used while the nth-second

- 75 data unit in the program bar #5 is being repro-

duced from the disk.

FIG. 14 is a timing chart for explaining a meth-

od of outputting audio or video information more
easily after program bars representing simulta-

20 neously proceeding scenes have been switched,

from one to another. In this method, a buffer mem-
ory is used to temporarily store the audio or video

information read from the disk.

Illustrated in FIG. 14 are the nth-second data

25 unit #4U in the program bar #4 shown in FIG. 13

and the nth-second data unit #5U in the program

bar #5 shown in FIG. 13. Also shown in FIG. 14

are: the period A4 during which audio information

#4A is read from the disk; the period A5 during

30 which audio information #5A is read from the disk;

the period V4 during which video information #V4
is read from the disk; and period V5 during which

video information #5V is read from the disk. Fur-

ther, shown in FIG. 14 are: the period AV4 during

35 which the audio information A4 and the video in-

formation V4 are output from the data reproducing

apparatus; and the period AV5 during which the

audio information A4 and the video information V4
are output from the data reproducing apparatus.

40 The buffer memory used to facilitate the outputting

of audio information and video information has a

storage capacity large enough to store at least the

data unit #4U and the data unit #5U. Thus, the data

unit #5U can be decoded after the data unit #4U
45 has been decoded in its entirety. The audio in-

formation and the video information can thereby be

reproduced without break, even if the program bars

representing simultaneously proceeding scenes are

switched, from one to another. If the data units #4U
50 and #5U are part of a movie program, audio in-

formation items contained in these data units are

preferably recorded so as to be reproduced without

a time lag. In the above explanation, the time

required to move the pickup is not taken into

55 consideration.

As has been described with reference to FIG.

10, the disk may contain a parental consent code if
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gram bars representing simultaneously proceeding

scenes, at least one of which should not 1 be dis-

played to children.

How the parental consent code works will now

be explained, with reference to the flow chart of 5

FIG. 15. First, when the disk is placed on a turn-

table and rotated, the management data, i.e., VID,

PIF and DAT, is read from the management area of

the disk and subsequently stored into the work

memory. Next, the data reproducing apparatus de- w
termines whether or not the management data con-

tains a parental consent program (Steps S25 and

526) . The step of determining this may be per-

formed in various methods. One method is to de-

. tect the presence or absence of parental consent 75

data in the sub-code of a data unit, either imme-

diately after the disk has been placed on the turn-

table or while the data unit is being reproduced

from the disk. Another method is to detect the

presence or absence of a flag in the VID (see FIG. 20

8A), which has been set for a particular program

movement (i.e., a story).

In the case of FIG. 15, it is first determined

whether or not a parental consent program has

been recorded (Steps S21 to 23). If the manage- 25

meht data contains no parental consent program,

the program bars are reproduced from the disk in

accordance with the standard program link (Step

S24). If the management data contains no parental

consent program, a menu of the type shown in .30

FIG. 10B is displayed (Step S25). If the secret

code known only to adult users has been input, the

program bars are reproduced from the disk in

accordance with a specified program link (Step

527) . 35

How the parental consent code works in an-

other way will be explained, with reference to the

flow chart of FIG. 16. In FIG. 16, the steps identical

to some of the steps illustrated in FIG. 15 are

designated by the identical symbols. When there is 40

no iparental consent program, control^ goes to Step

S32, in which a program select menu screen is

displayed. When a parental consent program is

present, a comment screen is displayed, and it is

determined whether or not a secret code key has 45

been pressed (Steps S25 and S26). If the secret

code key has not been pressed, control proceeds

to .Step S32, in which a program select menu

screen is displayed. If the secret code key has

been pressed, the parental consent mode is can- 50

celed (Step S31) and control goes to Step S32.

When the user has selected a program, a data

string, or a story under the program select menu

screen, a reproducing operation is performed ac-

cording to the selection. When the parental consent 55

mode has been canceled, for example, an image

display process is achieved in a normal state with-

out effecting the image display process showing in

FIG. 10A.

In the case where reproduced data strings of

any program are controlled, the extension tables

described above with reference to FIG. 9 and re-

corded as management data are useful.

FIG. 17 is a flow chart explaining how a moni-

tor displays all simultaneously proceeding scenes

recorded on the disk, one after another. First, the

data is is read from the disk (Step S41). Then, a

sub-code is read from the disk (Step S42). The

sub-codes contains a code (e.g., a parental consent

code) which indicates the program information con-

tains program bars representing simultaneously

proceeding scenes. Upon detecting this code, it is

determined whether or the user has set divided-

frame display mode by operating the operator pan-

el (Step S43).

If the divided-frame display mode has been

set, linked program bars, if any, "are displayed

(Step S44). FIG. 18A shows a divided-frame menu

which is displayed when four program bars #11,

#12, #13 and #14 are linked to one another. FIG.

18B shows a divided-frame menu, displaying the

program bars #11, #12, #13 and #14 in the form of

1/4-sized bars #11'. #12\ #13' and #14'. In Step

S44, the program bar #15 is reproduced, thereby

displaying 1/4-sized bars #11', #12', #13' and #14*.

If the divided-frame display mode is found not

to have been set has been set in Step S43, it is

determined whether or hot scene switching data is

read from the disk (Step S45). Then, it is deter-

mined whether or not the scene switching data

represents a scene enlarging mode (Step S46). If

the scene switching data does not represent a

scene enlarging mode, the flow goes to Step S44,

in which multi-scene display is performed. If the

scene switching data represents a scene enlarging

mode, data for selecting a scene to be displayed in

an enlarged form (e.g., data-string selecting data or

story selecting data) is read from the disk, and the

program bar representing the scene selected is

reproduced from the disk, whereby the scene is

displayed on the monitor in an enlarged form

(Steps S48). In the case of a disk on which a

. program as shown in FIG. 18B is recorded, when

control has been passed from Step S43 or Step

S46 to Step 44, a screen as shown in FIG. 18A

appears. Namely, the program bars #10, #15, #10,

#16, ... are reproduced in that order. When an

enlarged screen has been specified, the reproduc-

tion of program bar #10 is followed by the re-

production of any one of #11, #12. #13, and #14 in

a normal size. This is then followed by the re-

production of program bar #16:

In the embodiment described above, the pro-

gram bar #15 has been recorded on the disk.

Instead, to perform multi-scene display, the typical

frames, of the program bars #11, #12, #13 and #14,
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which represent simultaneously proceeding scenes,

may be decoded, thus forming still pictures, and

these still pictures may be displayed on the moni-

tor until it is determined the scene switching data

represents a scene enlarging mode. In this in-

stance, the data reproducing apparatus needs to

have additional video processing sections having

decoders, and a circuit for processing the outputs

from the decoders into reduced multi-scene video

signals.

As has been described with reference to FIG.

2, recorded on the disk is a movie program which

includes a plurality of data units, each contains,

among other things, a plurality of audio information

items representing speech in various languages.

This means that the user can select one of the

audio information strings or one of the video in-

formation strings. Thus, the data string processing

section 203 (FIG. 1) can select an audio informa-

tion item representing speech or a subtitle in a

specific language.

If selection mode is set in the data reproducing

apparatus, a decoder automatically starts decoding

the audio information in a data unit to be repro-

duced, when one scene is switched to another. The
language selected at this time is identical to that

used in the previously displayed scene.

In the embodiment described above, the paren-

tal consent code is obtained from the management
data or a sub-code recorded on the disk, thereby

to set the data reproducing apparatus in the paren-

tal consent mode. The parental consent mode is

released as has been explained with reference to

FIG. 16. In some case, however, the user may wish

to set parental consent codes to all or some of the

movie stories recorded on a disk he or she has

bought.

FIG. 19 is a flow chart for explaining how the

data recording apparatus operates when set in par-

ental consent mode. First, the disk is placed on the

turntable and rotated, and the management data is

read (Steps S51 and S52). Then, it is determined

whether or not the user has operated the operator

panel, there inputting a request for a parental con-

sent code (Step S53). If no request has been input,

the data reproducing apparatus is set into normal

reproduction mode, rf a request has been input, a

menu is displayed based on a program link table

(Step S54). This menu is, for example, such one as

is illustrated in FIG. 7, showing the ID numbers of

information strings. Next, the user looks at the the

menu and operates the operator panel, thus input-

ting the ID number of the information string he or

she has selected (Step S55). Then, such a menu
as shown in FIG. 10B is displayed on the monitor,

advising the user to input a parental consent code
(Step S56). If the user inputs the parental consent
code, the Darental nnnsftnt cnrlft. the th« ID nnmhAf.

of the selected information string, and the ID num-
ber of the disk, and the like are stored into the

work memory in the form of a set of data.

As described above, while set in the parental

5 consent mode, the data reproducing apparatus not

only reads the management data from the disk

when the disk is placed on the turntable, but also

. reads data from the work memory. Thereafter, the

operation goes to Step S23 shown in FIGS. 15 and

70 16. •

If the user has learned that the disk stores

program bars representing simultaneously pro-

ceeding scenes, he may switch scenes at any time

he she want to. If the scene is not switched to the

75 desired scene instantaneously, the user will prob-

ably misunderstood that the data reproducing ap-

paratus has gone out of order, and can no longer

be sure as to which one of the simultaneously

proceeding scenes is being reproduced at present.

20 Having become rather restless, the user is likely to

operate the panel repeatedly.. Not to make the user

so restless, the messages shown in FIG. 20 may
be displayed on the monitor screen.

The moment the user operates the panel to

25 switch the scenes represented by program bars

linked in accordance with link information, for ex-

ample, those program bars shown in FIG. 3B, the

monitor displays the message of FIG. 20A, "IT IS

NOT THE TIME TO SWITCH SCENES." The mo-

30 ment the user operates the panel to switch simulta-

neously proceeding scenes, from one to another,

the monitor displays the message of FIG. 20B,

"THE PROGRAM BAR BEING REPRODUCED IS

#1 " or the message of FIG. 20C, "THE PROGRAM
35 BAR BEING REPRODUCED IS #4." Seeing such a

message on the monitor screen, the user need not

be irritated at all.

FIG. 21 A illustrates another multi-scene pro-

gram. The multi-scene program shown in FIG. 3B,

40 for example, may be recorded in such a manner as

illustrated in FIG/21 A. Namely, program bars #0,

•#1, #2, #1, #2, #1, #2, #3. #4, #5, #6, >4, #5, #6,

#4, #5. #6, and #7 are arranged in this sequence.

In other words, the program bar #0 is followed by

45 program bars #1 and #2. On this disk, the program

bars #1 and #2 are recorded in area TA. The

program bars #4, #5 and #6 which follow the pro-

gram bar #3 and which represent simultaneously

proceeding scenes are recorded in a similar man-

so ner. In this case, the program bars representing

simultaneously proceeding scenes are less in data

amount than those shown in FIG. 3B. The disk 100

of this record format is accessed to by a data

reproducing apparatus of the type shown in FIG.

55 21 B. This data reproducing apparatus is almost the

same as the apparatus shown in FIG. 1, but differs

in that the data string processing section 203 incor-

nrtratac a hirffer momnn/ The hi iHof mfimnn*
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230. is provided for storing program bars which

represent simultaneously proceeding scenes. For

example, the data unit of program bars #1 and #2

are read and subsequently stored into the buffer

memory 230, after program bar #0. Similarly, the 5

data unit of program bars #4, #5 and #6 are read

and subsequently stored into the buffer memory

230, after program bar #3. The program bars repre-

senting simultaneously proceeding scenes are sent

to the video processing section 206. As a result, w
the monitor displays the scenes represented by

these program bars at the same time, and gen-

erates sounds for these scenes. That is, multi-

scene reproduction is achieved in real time. The

program bars representing simultaneously pro- 75

ceeding scenes must be read from the disk at high

speed. To this end, the system control section 204

drives the motor 102 at high speed. If n program

bars are recorded on the disk, representing n si-

multaneously proceeding scenes, then the motor 20

102 at a speed n times higher. Since the program

is recorded in the format shown in FIG. 21 A, the

pickup means need not be moved back and forth

in the radial direction of the disk.

FIGS. 22A and 22B show another example of 25

an arrangement of program bars which are re-

corded on a disk and which represent simulta-

neously proceeding scenes. In the case of this

disk, four-scene information is recorded when the

program bar #11 following the program bar. #10 is 30

reproduced. Four scenes A to D are illustrated in

these figures. On the screen, the four scenes are

simultaneously displayed in the form of moving

pictures. Hence, the user can enjoy seeing the four

scenes at the same time. While the multi-scene 35

display is being performed, the user can select any

one of the four, scenes. - When one of the four

scenes is selected, it will be displayed in an en-

larged size. FIG. 22B is a flow chart for explaining

the software which is loaded in the data reproduc- 40

ing apparatus and which is designed to reproduce

information from the disk. First, the data reproduc-

ing apparatus starts normal reproduction. If a multi-

scene part is detected during the normal reproduc-

tion, a simultaneously proceeding scene is repro- 45

duced to be displayed on a part of the screen. That

is, the program bar #11 shown in FIG. 22A is

reproduced (Steps S71 to S74). If the user selects

one of the simultaneously proceeding scenes being

displayed, the data reproducing apparatus converts 50

the selected program bar representing the selected

scene, to data which represents an enlarged scene.

The selected scene is thereby displayed in an

enlarged form. Upon completion of the reproduc-

tion of the mult^scene part, the apparatus will 55

resume the normal reproduction (Steps S75 to

S77).

Industrial Applicability

As has been described, the present invention

can provide a multi-scene recording medium on

which images are recorded together with speech

and subtitle in various languages and which can

therefore be used world-wide, and also a data

reproducing apparatus which can reproduce data in

various manners to meet various needs. .

Claims .

1. A multi-scene recording medium comprising a

disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information item following the second

program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information for replacing the second pro-

gram information item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each

other, is recorded in said management area.

2. A multi-scene recording medium according to

claim 1 , wherein control information for mask-

ing or jamming said fourth program information

item entirely or partly is recorded in said man-

agement area or said data area.

3. A multi-scene recording medium according to

claim 1, wherein menu information showing

existence of said fourth program information

item is recorded in said management area or

said data area.

4. A multi-scene recording medium comprising a

disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein various edited program informa-

tion items representing a plurality of simufta-

neously proceeding scenes are recorded in

said data area, and multi-scene configuration

information representing existence of the Si-

multaneously proceeding scenes is recorded in

said management area.

5. A multi-scene recording medium according to

claim 4, wherein said edited program informa-

tion items represent scenes which have been

photographed from different angles.

6. A multi-scene recording medium according to

claim 4, wherein said edited program informa-

tion items represent scenes which have been

photographed in different zoom-up magnifica-

. tions.
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7. A multi-scene recording medium comprising a

disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein various edited program informa-

tion items representing a plurality of stories

which branch from one another or merge to- 5

gether are recorded in said data area, and

multi-scene configuration information repre-

senting existence of the stories is recorded in

said management area.

w
8. A multi-scene recording medium according to

claim 1 , wherein first multi-scene configuration

information showing linkage of said first, sec-

ond and third program items is recorded in

said management area in the form of a stan- 75

.dard table, and second multi-scene configura-

tion information about said first, fourth and
third program items is recorded in said manr
agement area in the form of an extension ta-

ble. 20

9. An apparatus for reproducing information from

a disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following 25

the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information item following the second
program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second
program information item are recorded in said 30

data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each
other is recorded in said management area,

said apparatus designed to reproduce informa- 35

tion from a multi-scene recording medium and
comprising:

pickup means for reading information from

said disk;

demodulation means for demodulating sig- 40

nals output from said pickup means;

management data storage means for stor-

ing the multi-scene configuration information

output from said demodulation means;

menu generating means for generating, on as

the basis of the multi-scene configuration in-

formation, a menu information showing a first

data string for reproducing a string of said first,

second and third program information items

and a second data string for reproducing a 50

string of said first, fourth and third program
information items; and

control means for supplying demodulated
program signals from said demodulation
means to a program information decoding 55

means when said first or second data string is

selected and input, in accordance with the data
strinn .sfilpr.t«rl anrt innut

10. An apparatus for reproducing information from

a disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information item following the second

program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second

program information item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each
other is recorded in said management area,

said apparatus designed to reproduce informa-

tion from a multi-scene recording medium and
comprising:

pickup means for reading information from

said disk;

demodulation means for demodulating sig-

nals output from said pickup means:

management data storage means for stor-

ing the multi-scene configuration information

output from said demodulation means;

first menu generating means for generat-

ing, on the basis of the multi-scene configura-

tion information, a menu information advising a

user to input secret key data; and

information reproducing means for repro-

ducing a string of the first, fourth and third

program information items when said secret

key data is detected.

11. An apparatus for reproducing information from

a disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information, item following the second
program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second

program information item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each
other is recorded in said management area,

said apparatus designed to reproduce informa-

tion from a multi-scene recording medium and

comprising:

pickup means for reading information from

said disk;

demodulation means for demodulating sig-

nals output from said pickup means:

management data storage means for stor-

ing the multi-scene configuration information

output from said demodulation means; and
information reproducing means for freezing

an image of a first data unit being decoded
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program information item are switched from

one to another in response to* scene switching

data input while the second program informa-

tion item is being reproduced from said disk,

and for decoding a second data unit which 5

lasts for the same period as said first data unit

when reproduced.

12. An apparatus according to claim 11. wherein

said information reproducing means com- io

' prises:

memory means for storing the number of

first frames obtained by decoding the first data

unit of said second program information item,

when said scene switching data is input; is

frame-counting means for counting second

frames obtained by decoding the second data

unit of said fourth program information item;

and

output means for supplying a decoded 20

form of said first data unit to a monitor when

the number of second frames counted by said

- frame-counting means becomes equal to the

number of the first frames.

25

13.-. An apparatus for reproducing information from

a disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

• a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro- 30

gram information item following the second

program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second

'

program information item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in- 35

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each

other is recorded in said management area,

said apparatus designed to reproduce informa-

tion from a multi-scene recording medium and 40

comprising:

pickup means for reading information from

said disk;

demodulation means for demodulating sig-

. nals output from said pickup means: 45

management data storage means for stor-

ing the multi-scene configuration information

output from said demodulation means;- —
menu generating means for generating, on

the basis of the multi-scene configuration in- 50

formation, a menu information showing a first

data string for reproducing said first program

information item and a second data string for

reproducing said fourth program information

item, when said first program information item 55

is reproduced completely; and

control means for supplying demodulated

program signals from said demodulation

means to a ' program information decoding

means when said first or second data string is

selected and input, in accordance with the data

string selected and input.

14. An apparatus for reproducing information from

a disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information item following the second

program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second

program information item are recorded in said

data area, the last frame of said first program

information item containing a menu informa-

tion, and multi-scene configuration information

showing that the second and fourth program

information items are linked to each other is

recorded in said management area, said ap-

paratus designed to reproduce information

from a multi-scene recording medium and

comprising:

pickup means for reading information from

said disk;

demodulation means for demodulating sig-

nals output from said pickup means;

management data storage means for stor-

ing the multi-scene configuration information

output from said demodulation means;

menu generating means for generating, by

reproducing said menu information on the ba-

sis of the multi-scene configuration information,

a menu showing a first data string for re-

producing said first program information item

and a second data string for reproducing said

fourth program information item, when said

first program information item is reproduced

completely; and

control means for supplying demodulated

program signals from said demodulation

means to a program information decoding

.

means when said first or second data string is

selected and input, in accordance with the data

string selected and input.

15. An apparatus for reproducing information from

a disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information item following the second

program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second

program information iterrTare recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

program' information items are linked to each
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other is recorded in said management area,

said apparatus designed to reproduce informa-

tion from a multi-scene recording medium and
comprising:.

pickup means for reading information from

said disk;

demodulation means for demodulating sig-

nals output from said pickup means;

management data storage means for stor-

ing the multi-scene configuration information

output from said demodulation means;

menu generating means for generating, by
reproducing representative frames of said first

and fourth program information items on the

basis of the multi-scene configuration informa-

tion, a menu showing a first data string "for

reproducing said first program information item

and a second data string for reproducing said

fourth program information item, when said

first program information item is reproduced

completely; and

control means for supplying demodulated
program signals from said, demodulation

means to a program information decoding

means when said first or second data string is

selected and input, in accordance with the data

string selected and input.

16. An apparatus for reproducing information from

a disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information item following the second
program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second
program information item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each
other is recorded in said management area,

said apparatus designed to reproduce informa-

tion from a multi-scene recording medium and
comprising:

pickup means for reading information from

said disk;

demodulation means for demodulating sig^

nals output from said pickup means;

management data storage means for stor-

ing the multi-scene configuration information,

output from said demodulation means;

request signal input means for inputting a

request signal requesting to set a parental con-

sent mode:

first menu generating means for generat-

ing a first menu by using said multi-scene

configuration information when the request sig-

nal is input from said reouest sinnal in™ it

means, said first menu showing a first image
indicating an image identifying said first pro-

gram information item and an image identifying

said fourth program information item; 1

5 designation signal input means for input-

ting a designation signal designating the first

program information item or said fourth pro-

gram information item;

second menu generating means for gen-

70 erating a second menu when the designation

signal is input from said designation signal

input means, said second menu advising a

user to. input a secret code; and

parental consent data storage means for

75 storing said secret code and the image iden-

tifying said first or fourth program information

-> item designated by said designation signal.

17. An apparatus for reproducing information from

20 a disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information item following the second
25 program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second

program information item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

3D program information items are linked to each

other is recorded in said management area,

said apparatus designed to reproduce informa-

tion from a multi-scene recording, medium and
comprising:

35 pickup means for reading information from

said disk;

demodulation means for demodulating sig-

nals output from said pickup means;

management data storage means for stor-

40 ing the multi-scene configuration information

output from said demodulation means; and

menu generating means for generating a

menu indicating that it is impossible for a user

to switch a scene to a scene represented by a

45 program information item being decoded, if it

is determined from said multi-scene configura-

tion information that said second or fourth pro-

gram information items has not been repro-

duced when a scene switching signal is input

50 by a user.

18. An apparatus for reproducing information from

a disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

'55 a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro^

gram information item following the second
nrnnram i nfr\rm rati r»n Itom ~,r»M -» «+u *****
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gram information item for replacing the second

program information item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each

other is recorded in said management area, .

said apparatus designed to reproduce informa-

tion from a multi-scene recording medium and

comprising:

pickup means for reading information from

said disk;

demodulation means for demodulating sig-

nals output from said pickup means;

management data storage. means for stor-

ing the multi-scene configuration information

output from said demodulation means; and

menu generating means for generating a

menu showing an image identifying the pro-

gram information item being decoded, from

decoded output of the program information,

when it is determined from said multi-scene

configuration information that said second or

fourth program information item is being repro-

duced.

19. An apparatus for reproducing information from

a disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item' following

. the first program information item, a third pro-
:

gram information item following the second

program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second

program information item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each

other is recorded in said management area,

said apparatus designed to reproduce informa-

tion from a multi-scene recording medium and

comprising:

pickup means for reading information from

said disk;

demodulation means for demodulating sig-

nals output from said pickup means;

management data storage^means for stor-

ing the multi-scene configuration information

output from said demodulation means;

first decoding means for reproducing said

second program information item on the basis

of said multi-scene configuration information

when said first program information item is

. reproduced completely;

-second decoding means for reproducing

said fourth program information item on the

basis of said multi-scene configuration informa-

tion when said first program information item is

' reproduced completely; and

output means for processing outputs from

said first and second decoding means into

information items representing reduced

scenes, and for outputting these information

5 items in the form of multi-scene video informa-

tion.

20. A multi-scene recording medium according to

claim 1 , wherein said second and fpurth pro-

to gram information items represent two scenes,

respectively, which proceed simultaneously.

21. An apparatus according to claim 11, wherein

said second and fourth program information

75 items are recorded on said disk, each contain-

ing a relative address recorded at start of the

program information item, and said control

means connects said second and fourth pro-

gram information items at a point on a time

20 axis where the relative addresses coincide.

22. A multi-scene recording medium comprising a

disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

25 a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information item following the second

program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information containing scenes simulta-

30 neously proceeding with the scenes represent-

ed by the second program information item are

recorded in the data area, and said second

and fourth program information items are re-

corded physically one after the other between

35 said first and third program information items.

23. An apparatus for reproducing information from

a disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

40 a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information item following the second

program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item containing scenes si-

45 multaneously proceeding with the scenes re-

presented by the second program information

item are recorded in the data area, and said

second arid fourth program information items

are recorded physically one after the other

so between said first and third program informa-

tion items, said apparatus designed to repro-

duce information from a multi-scene recording

medium and comprising:

information reproducing means for reading

55 said second and fourth program information

items from said disk at high speed after said

first program information item and simulta-

neously reproducing said second and fourth
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program information items.

24. An apparatus for reproducing information from
a disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item, 5

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information item following the second
program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second 10

program information item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each
other is recorded in said management area, 75

said apparatus designed to reproduce informa-

tion from a multi-scene recording medium and
comprising:

pickup means for reading information from
said disk; 20

demodulation means for demodulating sig-

nals output from said pickup means;
management data storage means for stor-

ing the multi-scene configuration information

output from said demodulation means; and 25

control means for automatically defining an
order in which said program information items

are to be reproduced from said disk, on the

basis of said multi-scene configuration informa-

tion and in accordance with a prescribed pro- 30

gram link data, when any data representing an
order of reproducing said program information

items is not input at the start of reproducing
said second program information item.

35

25. A method of reproducing information from a

disk having a management area and a data
area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro- 40

gram information item following the second
program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second
program information item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in- 45

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information item are linked to each
other is recorded in said management area, a-
method of reproducing information from a

multi-scene recording medium, said method 50

. comprising:

a first step of reading information from
said disk;

a second step of demodulation means for

demodulating signals output from said pickup 55

means;

a third step of storing the multi-scene con-
figuration information outout from said rt*v

modulation means;

a fourth step of generating, on the basis of

the multi-scene configuration information,

menu information representing a menu show-
ing a first data train for reproducing said first,

second and third program information items
and a second data train for reproducing said

first, fourth and third program information

items; and

a fifth step of supplying demodulated pro-

gram signals from said demodulation means to

a program information decoding means when
said first or second data string is selected and
input, in accordance with the data string se-

lected and input.

26. A method of reproducing information from a

disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information item following the second
program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing, the second
program information item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each
other is recorded in said management area, a

method of reproducing information from a

multi-scene recording medium, said method
comprising:

a first step of reading information from
said disk:

a second step of demodulating signals out-

put from said pickup means;

a third step of storing the multi-scene con-

figuration information output from said de-

modulation means;

a fourth step of .generating means for gen-

erating, on the basis of the multi-scene con-

figuration information, a first menu advising a

user to input secret key data when there are

program information items linked to each oth-

er; and

a fifth step of reproducing a string of the

first, second and third program information

items when said secret key data is detected.

27. A method of reproducing information from a

disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information item following the second
program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second
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data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

' program information items are linked to each

. other is recorded in said management area, a

method of reproducing information from a 5

. multi-scene recording medium, said method

comprising:

a first step of reading information from

« said disk;

a second step of demodulating signals out- io

put from said pickup means;

a third step of storing the multi-scene con-

figuration information output from said de-

modulation means; and

a fourth step of freezing an image of a first 75

data unit being decoded when the scenes re-

presented by the second program information

item are switched from one to another in re-

sponse to scene-switching data input while the

second program information item is being re- 20

produced from said disk, and for decoding a

second data unit which lasts for the same

period as said first data unit when reproduced.

28. A method of reproducing information from a 25

multi-scene recording medium, according to

. claim 27, wherein said information reproducing

means comprises:

a fifth step of storing the number of first

frames obtained by decoding the first data unit 30

of said second program information item, when

said scene-switching data is input;

a sixth step of counting second frames

obtained by decoding the second data unit of

said fourth program information item; and 35

a seventh step of supplying a decoded

form of said first data unit to a monitor when

the number of second frames counted by said

frame-counting means becomes equal to the

number of the first frames. 40

29; A method of reproducing information from a

disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following 45

the first program information item, a third pro-

' gram information item following the second

program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second

program information item are recorded in said 50

data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each

other is recorded in said management area, a

method of reproducing information from a 55

multi-scene recording medium, said method

comprising:

a first step of reading information from

said disk;

a second step of demodulating signals out-

put from said pickup means;

a third step of storing the multi-scene con-

figuration information output from said de-

modulation means;

a fourth step of generating, on the basis of

the multi-scene configuration information, a

menu showing a first data train for reproducing

said first program information item and a sec-

ond data train for reproducing said fourth pro-

gram information items; and

a fifth step of supplying demodulated pro-

gram signals from said demodulation means to

a program information decoding means when

said first or second data train is selected and

input, in accordance with the data train se-

lected and input.

30. A method of reproducing information from a

disk having management area and a data area,

wherein a first program information item, a

second program information item following the

first program information item, a third program

information item following the- second program

information item, and a fourth program infor-

mation item for replacing the second program

information item are recorded in said data

area, the last frame of said first program in-

formation item containing a menu information,

and multi-scene configuration information

showing that the second and fourth program

information items are linked to each other is

recorded in said management area, a method

of reproducing information from a multi-scene

recording medium, said method comprising:

a first step of reading information from

said disk;

a second step of demodulating signals out-

put from said pickup means;

a third step of storing the multi-scene in-

formation output from said demodulation

means;

a fourth step of generating, by reproducing

^ said menu information on the basis of the

multi-scene configuration information, a menu

showing a first data train for reproducing said

second program information item and a sec-

ond data train for reproducing said fourth pro-

gram information item, when said first program

information item is reproduced completely; and

a fifth step of supplying demodulated pro-

gram signals from said demodulation means to.

a program information decoding means when

said first or second data train is selected and

input, in accordance with the data train se-

lected and input.
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31. A method of reproducing information from a

disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro- 5

gram information item following the second

program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second
program information item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in- w
formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each

other is recorded in said management area, a

method of reproducing information from a

multi-scene recording medium, said method 75

comprising:

a first step of reading information from

said disk;

a second step of demodulating signals out-

put from said pickup means: 20

a third step of storing the multi-scene con-

figuration information output from said de-

modulation means;

a fourth step of generating, by reproducing

representative frames of said second and 25

fourth program information items on the basis

of the multi-scene configuration information, a

menu showing a first data train for reproducing

said second program information item and a

second data train for reproducing said fourth 30

program information item, when said first pro-

gram information item is reproduced complete-

ly; and

a fifth step of supplying demodulated pro-

gram signals from said demodulation means to 35

a program information decoding means when
said first or second data train- is selected and
input, in accordance with the data train se-

lected and input.

40

32. A method of reproducing information from a

disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro- 45

gram information item following the second
program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second
program information' item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in- 50

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each

other is recorded in said management area, a

method of reproducing information from a
multi-scene recording medium, said method 55

comprising:

a first step of reading information from
said disk:

a second step of demodulating signals out-

put from said pickup means;

a third step of storing the multi-scene con-

figuration information output from said de-

modulation means;

a fourth step of inputting a request signal

requesting to set a parental consent mode;

a fifth step of generating a first menu by
using said multi-scene configuration informa-

tion when the request signal is input, said first

menu showing an image identifying said first

program information item and an image iden-

tifying said fourth program information item;

a sixth step of inputting a designation sig-

nal designating the image identifying first pro-

gram information item or the image identifying

said fourth program information item;

a seventh step of generating a second
menu when said designation signal is input,

said second menu advising a user to input a

secret code; and

an eighth step of storing said secret code
and the image identifying the program informa-

tion item designated by said designation sig-

nal.

33. A method of reproducing information from a

disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information item following the second
program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second

program information item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each
other is recorded in said management area, a

method of reproducing information from a

multi-scene recording medium, said method
comprising:

a first step of reading information from

said disk;

a second step of demodulating signals out-

put from said pickup means;

a third step of storing the multi-scene con-

figuration information output from said de-

modulation means; and

a fourth step of generating means for gen-

erating a menu indicating that it is impossible

for a user to switch a scene to a scene repre-

sented by a program information item being

decoded, if it is determined from said multi-

scene configuration information that said sec-

ond or fourth program information items has

not been reproduced when a scene switching
cinnal ic tnm'it Kw a near
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34. A method of reproducing information from a

disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information item following the second

. program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item for replacing the second

program information item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each

other is recorded in said management are a

' method of reproducing information from a

multi-scene recording medium, said method

comprising:

a first step of reading information from

said disk;

a second step of demodulating signals out-

put from said pickup means;

a third step of storing the multi-scene con-

figuration information output from said de-

modulation means; and

a fourth step of generating a menu by

combining an image identifying the program

information item which is being reproduced,

with a decoded output of the program informa-

tion item when is being reproduced, when it is

determined from said multi-scene configuration

information that said second or fourth program

information item is being reproduced.

35; A method of reproducing information from a

disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

the first program information item, a third pro-

. gram information item following the second

program information item, and a fourth pro-

" gram information item for replacing the second

program information item are recorded in said

data area, and multi-scene configuration in-

formation showing that the second and fourth

program information items are linked to each

other is recorded in said management area, a

method of reproducing information from a

multi-scene recording medium, said method

comprising:

a first step of reading information from

said disk;

a second step of demodulating signals out-

;
put from said pickup means;

a third step of storing the multi-scene con-

figuration information output from said de-

modulation means;

a fourth step of reproducing said second

program information item on the basis of said

. multi-scene configuration information when

said first program information item is repro-

duced completely;

a fifth step of reproducing said fourth pro-

gram information item on the basis of said

5 multi-scene . configuration, information when

said first program information item is repro-

duced completely; and

a sixth step of prpcessing outputs from

said first and second decoding means into

w information items representing reduced

scenes, and for outputting these information

items in the form of multi-scene video informa-

tion.

75 36. A method of reproducing information from a

multi-scene recording medium, according to

claim 27, wherein said second and fourth pro-

gram information items are recorded on said

disk, each containing a relative address re-

20 corded at the start of the program information

item, said control means connects said second

and fourth program information items at a point

on a time axis where the relative addresses

coincide.

25

37. A method of reproducing information from a

disk having a management area and a data

area, wherein a first program information item,

a second program information item following

30 the first program information item, a third pro-

gram information item following the second

program information item, and a fourth pro-

gram information item containing scenes which

move ahead on a time axis simultaneously with

35 those of said second program information item,

are recorded in said data area, and said sec-

ond and fourth program information items are

recorded physically one after the other be-

tween said first and third program information

40 items, ' a method of reproducing information

from a multi-scene recording medium, said

method comprising:

a step of reading said second and fourth

program information items from said disk at

45 high speed after said first program information

item and simultaneously reproducing said sec-

ond and fourth program information items.

38. A method reproducing information from a disk

so having a management area and a data area,

wherein a first program information item, a

second program information item following the

first program information item, a third program

information item following the second program

55 information item, and a fourth program infor-

mation. item for replacing the second program

information item are recorded in said data

area, and multi-scene configuration information
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showing that the second and fourth program

information items are linked to. each other is

recorded "in said management area, a method
of reproducing information from a multi-scene

recording medium, said method comprising: 5

a first step of reading information from

said disk;

a second step of demodulating signals out-

put from said pickup means;

a third step of storing the multi-scene con- 10

figuration information output from said de-

modulation means; and

a fourth step of defining an order in which

said program information items are to .be re-

produced from said disk, on the basis of said 75

multi-scene configuration information and in

accordance with a prescribed program link

data, when any data representing an order of

reproducing said program information items is

not input at the start of reproducing said sec- 20

ond program information item.

25

30

35

40

45
.

50

55
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